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The Impact of Packet Fragmentation
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Low-power and lossy (LLN) networks, including Wire-
less Sensor Networks, provide an important building
block for Internet of Things (IoT) technology. The
resource constraints associated with LLN devices neces-
sitate the redesign of a number of basic Internet protocols.
This paper evaluates the effect of packet fragmentation
on the performance of protocols redesigned for LLN
systems. We focus on the important class of tree-based
LLNs that exhibit both one-to-many and many-to-one
communication patterns. In particular, we measure
the impact of fragmentation on these communication
protocols. Our results demonstrate that excessive packet
fragmentation has a tremendously negative impact on
communication within a tree-based LLN system. This
work provides a guideline for IoT engineers in techniques
for avoiding these damaging effects.
Keywords: Internet of Things communication, Internet
protocols over embedded systems, low-power and lossy
networks
1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to a collec-
tion of technologies designed to interconnect
physical devices with the Internet [1]. A sys-
tem or application is considered part of the IoT
if it can run the IP protocol stack. One par-
ticularly important type of IoT system is char-
acterized by topologies populated by resource-
constrained nodes. This system class, including
wireless sensor networks, are referred to as Low
Power and Lossy (LLN) networks [2, 3, 4]. We
consider an LLN to be tree-based if it has a base-
station or gateway that coordinates the activities
of the devices in the network [5]. Tree-based
LLNs have two types of communication pat-
terns. The first is one-to-many, where the base
station sends control or management packets to
each of the devices in the system. This mode re-
quires system-wide broadcasting [6]. The sec-
ond is many-to-one, where each device trans-
mits its packets up the tree to the gateway. This
mode is sometimes called convergecasting [5].
Transforming tree-based LLNs to work within
the IoT requires the redesign and reimplemen-
tation of a number of basic Internet protocols.
Our paper examines the performance impact of
these redesigned protocols on tree-based LLN
systems.
In particular, we focus on the effect that packet
fragmentation has on protocols redesigned for
LLN applications. Packet fragmentation oc-
curs when a device tries to transmit a packet
that is larger than the maximum transmission
unit size, or MTU, allowed by the link layer.
When this occurs, the device can either drop
the packet or fragment the packet into several
smaller packets so that each will be no larger
than the MTU. Using standard IP protocols, if
the packet is fragmented and not dropped, then
the original packet can be reassembled when all
of the packets are received. The advantage of
fragmentation is that it offers a way around the
limitations imposed by a small MTU. There are,
however, several potential disadvantages. Frag-
mentation and reassembly protocols incur addi-
tional complexity within the system. Further,
since multiple packets now must be transmitted
for each original packet, the likelihood of packet
loss increases. The impact of packet loss may
be particularly severe for wireless IoT systems,
where resources are heavily constrained[7].
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Our goal is to precisely quantify the differences
in metrics such as Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
and network overhead between situationswhere
fragmentation occurs and where it does not oc-
cur. We study this impact by deploying several
types of applications in Contiki, a popular and
widely used open source operating system for
LLNs and IoT applications [8]. This testbed en-
abled us to understand the dynamics and impact
of packet fragmentation on both network man-
agement and application level performance.
For the one-to-many application, we designed
and implementedRadiate, a semi-reliable broad-
cast protocol. Radiate has several different op-
erating modalities, trading off reliability with
message complexity and packet overhead. For
the many-to-one application we modeled a ba-
sic, non-aggregating data collection architec-
ture, where each node periodically transmits a
value up the tree to the base station. We varied
packet rates at both the base station and interior
nodes to study how fragmentation impacted the
PDR performance.
The major contribution of this paper is to show
that, using a general purpose LLN operating
system, packet fragmentation causes a dramatic
decrease in packet delivery rates for both the
one-to-many and the many-to-one communica-
tion scenarios. This decrease in delivery rates
occurs well before the network starts to get con-
gested or reaches its transmission capacity. For
the one-to-many broadcast communication pat-
tern, our results show the need, depending on the
required message update rate, to change the re-
liability mechanism. For the many-to-one data
gathering communication pattern, our results
show that either different network fragmenta-
tion and reassembly support is required or the
application must alltogether forbid fragmenta-
tion.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 pre-
sents background and related work. Section 3
describesRadiate, ourmulti-modal semi-reliable
broadcast protocol. Section 4 discusses our
evaluationmethodology and presents the results
of our experiments. Finally, Section 5 offers
some observations and conclusions.
2. Background and Related Work
We first present some background on our tar-
geted network architecture, and then discuss re-
lated work.
2.1. Tree-based Resource Constrained
Networks
Our work centers on tree-based wireless net-
works using low power communication archi-
tectures such as those supported by the IEEE
802.15.4 specification[9]. This technology is
designed to support applications such as the
Smart Grid, data center power control, indus-
trial networks or building and home automation
[10, 11, 12, 13]. These LLN systems are pop-
ulated by resource constrained devices, have
unreliable communication links and low data
rates, and, as explained in the Introduction,
are referred to as low-power lossy networks
(LLNs)[14].
Interest in tree-based LLNs is partially mo-
tivated by the architecture of the Internet-of-
Things. IoT systems must support two-way and
end-to-end IP enabled communication. Tradi-
tional IP protocols failed to address the operat-
ing characteristics within a LLN environment.
This forced a redesign of several basic protocols
[3, 15]. For instance, the 6LoWPAN protocol
was designed to allow the use of the IP layer
from the Internet protocol stack to be run di-
rectly on LLN devices [16].
The 6LoWPAN protocol is designed to be inde-
pendent of the data link layer, but is often as-
sumed to be running over an 802.15.4 link. In
order to effectively run in this environment, the
protocol allows a number of options for header
compression. It also supports packet fragmen-
tation and reassembly. Packet fragmentation
is the process of breaking packets into smaller
fragments, and then sending each fragment as a
separate packet. Fragmentation occurs because
different networks connected through the Inter-
net can have different maximum sizes or MTUs.
For instance, the maximum size of the 802.11
WiFi data payload is 2312 bytes, but the maxi-
mum size of the data payload carried by many
variants of the 802.15.4 standard is 104 bytes.
Packets are fragmented when they arrive on a
link that has a smaller maximum size than the
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packet itself. In IP, each fragment is retransmit-
ted in a separate packet, and the entire packet
is reassembled at the end-host, once all of the
fragments are received.
The 6LoWPAN protocol is an adaptation layer
typically sitting between the 802.15.4 link layer
and the network layer performing fragmenta-
tion and reassembly [16]. One major differ-
ence between fragmentation in IPv4 and IPv6
versus fragmentation in 6LoWPAN is that the
latter does not copy IP header information into
each packet. This means that each device may
only be able to reassemble fragments originat-
ing from one original packet at a time. Frag-
ments from other packets would need to be
dropped.
Supporting packet fragmentation in a resource
constrained network is a difficult problem. In
addition to increased physical layer impairments,
higher layers encounter problems handling frag-
mentation/reassembly. Considering the many-
to-one mode, only the sink would need to re-
assemble the packets. Since all messages are
directed towards the sink, simultaneous packet
reassembly from multiple senders is necessary.
Increasing buffer size or adding additional buf-
fers may not be viable solutions for resource
constrained networks. Careful buffer manage-
ment is necessary for devices in these networks
to support this paradigm. For instance, Con-
tiki’s 6LoWPAN implementation keeps one re-
assembly buffer.
The one-to-many mode is effected by fragmen-
tation/reassembly in a different way. Since
the message is intended for all devices in the
network, each device needs to reassemble the
packet. Once reassembled, the device can then
retransmit the message to neighbors, eventu-
ally flooding the message to all devices. In
resource constrained networks, this is very ex-
pensive, particularly from an energy perspec-
tive. Contiki’s Rime Network Flood [17] proto-
col (one-to-many) does not provide fragmenta-
tion/reassembly capability. TheContiki 6LoW-
PAN implementation provides a local neigh-
bor broadcast fragmentation/reassembly capa-
bility, but does not provide the one-to-many ca-
pability.
2.2. Performance Impact of Packet Loss
in Tree-based Networks
The performance impact, along with mitigation
approaches to the problem of packet loss in LLN
wireless networks, has been extensively studied.
Thiswork has largely focused on the general im-
pact of lossy links and low transmission speeds
on application level performance, alongwith the
techniques for eliminating some of these effects
[18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Much of this centers on
current hardware designs or generic LLN pro-
tocols and algorithms and does not address our
concern about redesigned IP-friendly protocols
operating in an LLN.
We focus on the two basic communication pat-
terns in tree-based LLNs, one-to-many and ma-
ny-to-one [5, 6]. There have been a very large
number of research papers devoted to one-to-
many communication in the context of reliable
or semi-reliable broadcasting. Broadcasting is
an important network activity, since it is used by
base stations to deliver commands or network
management information to the devices in the
system. Approaches to broadcasting in LLNs
include methods for fully reliable or probabilis-
tically reliable techniques [24, 25]. These tech-
niques generally aim to improve the delivery
rate of broadcasting to all nodes in the system
without requiring excessive flooding. Although
these techniques are often quite powerful, they
require varying levels of protocol complexity
and message overhead.
To study the impact of fragmentation on one-
to-many broadcasting, we designed and im-
plemented a semi-reliable protocol called Ra-
diate. The principles underlying this proto-
col are heavily influenced by earlier work in
lightweight broadcast and data dissemination,
including protocols such as Rime [17] and Tric-
kle [26]. In particular, we use techniques such
as eavesdropping and selective retransmission
to improve reliability and reduce message over-
head while minimizing complexity. As will be
seen in Section 3, Radiate is designed to tradeoff
reliability with overhead, and can be used effec-
tively in different modalities, depending on the
rate of packet broadcast.
This paper extends the results presented in [27].
That earlier work focused primarily on the per-
formance impact of many-to-one communica-
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tion and did not address one-to-many rebroad-
cast paradigms.
3. Reliable Broadcasting with Radiate
Broadcasting is the basic communication op-
eration to support tree-based one-to-many com-
munication. To improve reliability and decrease
the overhead associated with a purely flooding
strategy, we designed the Radiate protocol. Ra-
diate combines elements from IPv6 with care-
fully tuned retransmission timers. In particular,
Radiate uses the multicast capability of the IPv6
protocol. The sender broadcastsmessages to the
link-local, all nodes multicast address, which
is ff02::1. Radiate adds a small data structure
to these messages. This structure contains the
sequence-number, origin, source, and length of
the payload.
When a device has data to send, it increments
the sequence-number and the data is copied into
the payload. The device transmits the message
and then sets a timer to send the message again
at some random time in the next second. Ran-
domization is a common technique designed to
reduce the chance of collisions. When the timer
expires, the message is again randomly broad-
cast, doubling the timer interval (e.g. 1, 2, etc.)
until a maximum of 4 seconds is reached. Typ-
ically, a total of 4 broadcasts are performed for
each send execution.
Normally, this broadcastingwould be excessive,
so Radiate mitigates this by increasing the timer
if a device overhears the same sequence-number
that it is currently broadcasting, effectively can-
celling the current timer. Thus, if a device
broadcasts a message and three neighbors suc-
cessfully receive and then also broadcast, the
device will have increased beyond the maxi-
mum and no longer rebroadcasts. The heuris-
tic causes devices in dense topologies to likely
only broadcast the message once. The heuristic
causes devices in sparser topologies, including
those at the edge of the network, to rebroadcast
closer to the maximum number of times.
Devices receiving the broadcast check the se-
quence-number to ensure whether it is more re-
cent and, if so, start broadcasting in a similar
fashion. Eventually, all devices will receive the
broadcast with the latest sequence number and
the re-broadcasting stops.
Figure 1 illustrates a four node topology and
time line using the Radiate protocol. Using
node B as an example, it receives a message
with sequence-number 1 from A, so B sched-
ules a broadcast of the same message to be
transmitted (note that this broadcast cannot be
cancelled). After the broadcast is sent, node
B overhears C broadcast the same message, so
B cancels its next scheduled broadcast. Node
B then overhears node A broadcast the same
message and again cancels the next scheduled
broadcast. Finally, node B overhears the same
message from node C and node B stops schedul-
ing rebroadcasts, ignoring any subsequent mes-
sages with the same sequence-number. Note
that each node transmits at least once and no
more than four times.
Figure 1. Radiate example showing selective cancelation.
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3.1. Radiate Protocol
Following the rebroadcasting process described
above, the Radiate algorithm is next detailed
using the notation introduced in Table 1.
m Radiate Message
mseq Sequence numberof Radiate Message
msrc Neighbor sourceid of Radiate Message
n Node in network
n.m Current message for
Node n (i.e. last m set)
nid Identifier of Node
wait Current wait
MAX WAIT Maximum wait, default 4000 ms
REBROAD INT Time interval first
rebroadcast, default 1000 ms
WAIT START Initial time to start
waiting, default 1000 ms
Table 1. Radiate Protocol Notation.
In algorithm 1, the sink initiates the flooding by
incrementing the sequence-number and broad-
casting to its neighbors. The radiate message
origin and sequence-number fields remain con-
stant along each hopwith the source changing to
the node broadcasting. Algorithm 2 is invoked
when a radiate message is received by a node
from a neighbor.
In algorithm 2, line 2, the receiving node com-
pares the sequence-number number of the mes-
sage to its own to determine if the message
is newer. If not, the message is simply ig-
nored. If newer, the message is set on the
node, the wait timer is reset/initialized to a
starting value, and rebroadcast timer is sched-
uled to expire in a random time (uniform dis-
tribution) between 0 and REBROAD INT . The
randomness avoids collisions that might result
from neighboring nodes rebroadcasting at the
same time. The REBROAD INT defines an
upper bound on how long it takes the flood-
ing to move through the network. In our case,
REBROAD INT = 1000ms so assuming the
network diameter to be 12 hops, the maximum
amount of time for the radiate message to tra-
verse the network is 12 seconds.
Algorithm 3 is executed whenever a previously
scheduled timer has expired. It simply checks
Algorithm 1 Radiate Originator Send
1: //Input: Message m from application
2: set n.m = m
3: increase n.mseq
4: set wait = WAIT START
5: call radiateBroadcast
Algorithm 2 Radiate Receive
1: //Input: Message m from neighbor
2: if n.mseq < mseq then
3: set n.m = m
4: notify application new message received
5: set wait = WAIT START
6: randomWait=rand( REBROAD INT)
7: scheduleBroadcast(randomWait)
8: else if n.seq == m.seq then
9: increaseWait(wait)
10: else
11: // message is ignored
12: end if
Algorithm 3 Scheduled Timer Expired
1: if wait ≤ MAX WAIT then
2: call radiateBroadcast
3: else
4: // rebroadcasting stops
5: end if
Algorithm 4 Radiate Re/Broadcast
1: set n.msrc = nid




to determine if the maximum wait time has been
exceeded. If not, then a broadcast is sent. If it
has been exceeded, the timer scheduling ceases
and no more broadcasting occurs until another
newer message is received.
Algorithm 4 ensures that the n.mseq is set to the
node’s id and transmits the message to neigh-
bors. It then schedules the timer to potentially
send again at the current wait time and increases
the wait time.
The increaseWait function doubles the passed
value each time it is invoked.
Line 9 in algorithm 2 increases the wait value if
the message sequence-number overheard is the
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same as the node’s current message sequence-
number. This increases the wait without trans-
mitting a message, therefore, effectively can-
celling a pending rebroadcast. This is called the
cancelling heuristic. Nodes always rebroad-
cast at least once the first time. Subsequently,
while waiting to rebroadcast, nodes may over-
hear the same message enough times to exceed
the MAX WAIT . In this case, when the timer
expires no additional transmission is sent be-
cause of the check in algorithm 3. If no mes-
sages are overheard, then the timer expires call-
ing algorithm 4 which transmits the message
and increases the timer. In all cases, eventu-
ally the maximum wait time is exceeded and
the rebroadcasting ceases.
4. Evaluation
The goal of our evaluation was to conduct per-
formance studies using a realistic set of appli-
cation level programs. We constructed a simu-
lation environment using the ContikiOS Cooja
Simulator [28]. For devices we used the Zolertia
Z1 series built using a MSP430 processor with
8kB of RAM and using the CC2420 radio. The
system we programmed used a simple data re-
porting application for the many-to-one-mode,
and the Radiate protocol carrying periodic con-
trol messages for the one-to-many mode. The
evaluation first examines the impact of rebroad-
casting for the many-to-one mode using Radi-
ate. The evaluation then compares the impact
that fragmentation has for the many-to-one and
one-to-many modes.
The configured network stack for the many-to-
one modality was as follows. The mesh net-
working protocol was not necessary for one-to-
many, however, for realism, it was allowed to
run during the Radiate experiments.
• IEEE 802.15.4
• Contiki’s 6LoWPAN
• Contiki’s mesh networking protocol
• IPv6
• UDP
The Unit Disk Graph Medium Distance Loss
model with a 50-meter transmission range and
a 100 meter interference range was used in the
simulations. We created three different network
sizes, 16 devices, 36 devices and 64 devices.
The 64 device topology is shown in Figure 2.
The topology is based loosely on a grid struc-
ture, with an average of 30 meters between de-
vices. Within this structure each devicewas ran-
domly placed within a proportionally smaller
square area. This introduces some variability
while still maintaining a connected network.
The sink was placed in the middle of the net-
work.
Figure 2. 64 device topology with the gateway in the
center.
For each network size, a set of experiments was
performed to determine the PDR for application
messages using varying rates for both many-
to-one (unicast) and one-to-many (broadcast)
communication modes. The PDR for each de-
vice was calculated by taking the number of
application messages received, divided by the
number of application messages sent. The aver-
agewas then taken over the devices to determine
the PDR for the scenario.
Note that during this time normal network rout-
ing and management traffic continued to be
transmitted. Each rate is run for three minutes
at which point the rate in increased by five and
again run for three minutes. Therefore, a rate
of 35 runs for a total of 21 minutes.
Fragmentation is induced by setting the payload
threshold to 75 bytes instead of 100 with ap-
proximately 25 bytes reserved for lower layer
headers. The unicast and broadcast messages
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are 85 bytes. The fragmentation scenario re-
sults in two fragments/message for the sample
messages versus only requiring one for the non-
fragmentation scenario.
4.1. Radiate Evaluation
The Radiate protocol was used to compare the
impact that one-to-many rebroadcast mecha-
nisms have on PDR. The rates were measured
up to 60 messages/minute. In addition to PDR,
overhead results were determined. The over-
head for each node was determined by counting
the number of times each node broadcasts (or
rebroadcasts) a Radiate message. The average
of the nodes was then taken for each rate.
The Radiate broadcast protocol is modifiedwith





The radiate one simply rebroadcasts the received
newer message once. The radiate can is the
cancelling heuristic described previously and is
expected to rebroadcast between one and four
messages. The radiate all does not attempt to
minimize the overhead and always rebroadcasts
four messages.
Rebroadcasts should result in a higher PDR.
However, as the rate increases, the rebroad-
casts’ additional congestion may diminish the
PDR improvements.
Figures 3 and 4 show the PDR and overhead for
16 nodes. The radiate all PDR does well from
10-20 rate, but thereafter does worse than both
other protocols. The radiate one drops to 90%
PDR at rate 15, however, performs well with
regard to the other protocols. The overhead be-
tween the protocols is somewhat expected with
radiate all incurring the most, radiate can in be-
tween, and radiate one with the least overhead.
At rate 30 radiate all has approximately 44%
more overhead than radiate can. At rate 60 radi-
ate can has approximately 39% more overhead
than radiate one.
Figures 5 and 6 show the PDR and overhead
for 36 nodes. The radiate one initially does
Figure 3. PDR Radiate 16 Devices.
Figure 4. Overhead Radiate 16 Devices.
Figure 5. PDR Radiate 36 Devices.
Figure 6. Overhead Radiate 36 Devices.
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worse from the 10-20 rate, but is approximately
5% better at rate 60 than either protocol. The
radiate all again does well early, but degrades
with almost 10% worse PDR at rate 30. The
overhead is 60% more for radiate all versus ra-
diate can at rate 15. The radiate can protocol
has approximately 38% more overhead than ra-
diate one at rate 40.
Figures 7 and 8 show the PDR and overhead for
64 nodes. The PDR and overhead results are
similar to the 16 and 36 network size results.
Figure 7. PDR Radiate 64 Devices.
Figure 8. Overhead Radiate 64 Devices.
The PDR results suggest that radiate one does
poorer for lower rates 10-20, but generally does
well thereafter. The radiate all variant initially
performs well for rates 10-15, but drops off
abruptly at rate 20. Interestingly, radiate can
appears to first correlate with radiate all and
then switches, roughly between rates 15-25, to
correlating more with radiate one. At rate 60
it appears that the variants somewhat converge
to the same PDR. The results suggest that for
lower rates rebroadcasts do improve PDR.How-
ever, for higher rates, the additional rebroad-
casts actually become counterproductive, pro-
ducing worse PDR results.
The relative overhead results between the pro-
tocols is as expected. There appears to be a di-
minishing of the overhead as the rate increases.
This is believed to be in conjunction with the re-
duced PDR; dropped packets will result in fewer
rebroadcasts/overhead.
4.2. Fragmentation Evaluation
The many-to-one unicast scenario results are
depicted in Figures 9, 10, and 11. The frag-
mentation scenario is labeled as fragunicast and
fragbroadcast; the non-fragmentation scenario
is labeled nofragunicast and nofragbroadcast.
All three graphs clearly show that fragmentation
severely degrades the PDR for the different net-
work sizes. As the rate increases, the PDR for
both scenarios appear to be effected proportion-
ally. Figure 9 shows an increasing difference
between fragmentation and non-fragmentation
from approximately 18% for a rate of 5 mes-
sages/minute to over 30% difference for rate
35 messages/minute.
Figure 9. PDR Unicast 16 Devices.
Figure 10. PDR Unicast 36 Devices.
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The non-fragmentation scenario appears to be
less affected by the rate increases.
Figures 10 and 11 both show the stress both
scenarios experience as the rate increases in
larger networks. Figure 10 indicates that the
non-fragmentation scenario consistently deliv-
ers 20% more messages for all rates. Figure 11
shows that eventually both scenarios essentially
fail to deliver any many-to-one messages to the
sink. We believe that this is due to feeder routes
near the sink becoming expectedly congested.
Figure 11. PDR Unicast 64 Devices.
The unicast results clearly show the tremen-
dously negative impact of fragmentation on
packet delivery rates. This strongly suggests
that network engineers should modify their pro-
tocols to either avoid excessive fragmentation or
provide additional reliability mechanisms.
The broadcast results, using radiate one, are
shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14. Surprisingly, it
appears that fragmentation has less of an effect
on the PDR.
Figure 12 shows that both scenarios success-
fully deliver 90% or more of the messages for
all rates except the last which still achieves ap-
proximately 86% at 35 messages/minute. For
larger networks and higher rates, Radiate still
delivers good performance. For rates up to 25
messages/minute, the PDR is at or greater than
85%. However, Figures 13, and 14, show that
fragmentation begins to denigrate the PDR to-
wards 70% for the rates of 30 messages/minute.
We investigated the log files for both fragmen-
tation and non-fragmentation scenarios and de-
termined that, indeed, fragmentation was occur-
ring when expected and messages were being
dropped due to reassembly errors. We believe
Figure 12. PDR Broadcast 16 Devices.
Figure 13. PDR Broadcast 36 Devices.
Figure 14. PDR Broadcast 64 Devices.
the difference between the unicast results and
the broadcasts results are caused by two rea-
sons:
1. Broadcast messages reassembled each hop
2. Neighbors rebroadcast packets allowing cor-
rect reception of previously missed frag-
ments
Because the messages are reassembled by the
neighboring devices, for each neighbor the full
message can then be transmitted again. Even
if a message is not received due to a fragmen-
tation reassembly error, the device very likely
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has several more opportunities to receive the
message.
Finally, we note that the rate appears to have a
much greater effect on PDR than the network
size. Network size and topology certainly play
a role, however, as Figures 13 and 14 show,
there is little difference between their PDR for
the varying rates.
5. Conclusion
This paper examined the impact of packet frag-
mentation at the data link level on the end-
to-end performance of IP-based protocols de-
signed to support IoT systems. Using a mix-
ture of applications and network layer routing
functions, our results show that fragmentation
can seriously degrade the performance of the
typical IoT device to gateway communication
modality. The results show that better fragmen-
tation/reassembly support is required for IoT
systems or, alternatively, implementations sim-
ply forbid fragmentation in the first place. For
one-to-many communication, we presented the
Radiate broadcast protocol. Our results showed
that with proper design of data broadcast mech-
anisms, gateway-to-device communication can
maintain relatively high performance levels.
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